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The Larasati Traditional, Modern & Contemporary Art auction presented an interesting array of works for 
auction on Sunday 20 July at Ubud’s Agung Rai Museum of Art.  Genres of art included Indo – European 
pictures, Kamasan, Balinese modern traditional, Indonesian modern and contemporary, Balinese modernists, 
and works by foreign icons Rudolf Bonnet and Arie Smit. 
  
It included works by sort after names such as Gusti Kebot, Ida Bagus Nyoman Rai, ida Bagus Togog, Ida Bagus 
Made Poleng and Nyoman Meja in the Balinese modern traditional style. Other big names included 
Indonesian modern masters Widyat and Rusli, and leading Balinese contemporary artists Nyoman Gunarsa 
and Mangu Putra. 
  
Good value buys were definitely available during the auction, including erotic two works by Indonesia’s most 
important female artist Ni Gusti Ayu Kadek Murniashi (1966-2005), purchased for Rp. 9 million, works by Ida 
Bagus Nyoman Rai, Ketut Gelgel, Ida Bagus Rai and Nyoman Kayun all selling within or under the estimated 
values.  Early works by Ida Bagus Nyoman Rai are usually considered hot property, however on this occasion 
his recent ink on paper works were not in great demand sort due to being created in the later stages of his 
career and featured thick lines from an aging hand. 
  
The two record prices achieved were for modern traditional paintings by senior artists Wayan Gedot, 
“Persiapan Odalan”(estimated between Rp. 25 – 35 million, sold for Rp. 95 million) and Made Budi, “Bali Life” 
(estimated between Rp. 45 – 55 million, sold for Rp. 105 million).  Budi’s Batuan style painting within its 
complex composition interestingly contains a scene of two tourists sitting on the beach smoking pot being 
apprehended by the police.  
  
Good paintings not sold include the works by Gusti Kobot, Lempad, Ida Bagus Made Poleng and an 
outstanding piece, “Karnival Panjat Topeng” by Nyoman Meja. 
  
Much current attention is upon Bali’s greatest ever artists, Gusti Nyoman Lempad (1862-1978) with a recent 
book launch and the largest ever collection of works to be showcased in September at Ubud’s Museum Puri 
Lukisan.  His ink on paper sketch “Mythological Scene” received little consideration form buyers being passed 
in for sale.  After 1947 Indonesian president Sukarno officially altered spelling within the Indonesian language 
changing ‘oe’ to ‘u’.  The works signature (a western tradition) however, depicts his name Gusti spelt 
correctly, yet Ubud appearing as Uboed.  What may be perceived as a minor technicality by the novice is 
actually problematic to collectors and may, as in this case, present resale complications. 
  
Despite a sculpture, by wood craving maestro Ida Bagus Tilem (1936-1993), having a large vertical crack this 
did not deter buyers from actively bidding the price up above the estimate value and selling for Rp. 75 million. 
Tilem was the first sculptor to depart from the predominant elongated style to creating works characterized 
by their plump mass and his works are considered very difficult to find. 
  
Works by Swiss Dutch painter Paul Husner and Balinese maestro Ketut Budiana were auctioned with 100% of 
the proceeds being donated to local charities.  Budiana’s “Pan Brayutdi Pantai Tanah Lot” being a wonderful 
and rare early work that would perfectly compliment an astute Balinese art lovers’ collection. 
  
As a whole Balinese modern traditional, along with Kamasan paintings are considered greatly undervalued 
and for those with a keen eye and some knowledge of the market there are good buys available.  Despite only 
two record prices being achieved, yet not world records, ninety % of the works on offer were sold Larasati 
may consider the auction a success. 
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The Devotee of Material  29.7 x 42 cm   
watercolor on paper  2014 
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